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F^WAfcD 

In order to provide an adequate background for this project 1 feel it 
necessary to express my intentions. This project represents a period 
of investigation and by no means is an ending point or an all 
encompassing summary of architecture. It is more a period or section 
of time of an ongoing continuum of coming to an understanding of the 
meaning of architecture and how that relates to myself and others and 
a furthering of my architectural ability and vocabulary. The book 
and project are both expressions of this period of time. They are 
also tools to be used as a reference by myself and others. A 
reference point to look back on; a generator to future progress and 
learning. 

My interest in this project was initiated by a recent work experience 
in the West Yellowstone area. It was this experience and a love for 
the area that prompted this final architectural project. 

At this time I would like to thank some individuals for their help 
and encouragement that has proved to be of great help and vital 
importance to my progress and development during this project and my 
school experience: Bob Utzinger, Director of the School and advisor; 
David Matthews, committee person; the U.S. Forest Service; the city/ 
county planning office; Terry Barnhart of Gage Davis and Associates; 
the many instructors and professors who have added much to my 
understanding and knowledge of architectural principles; my friends 
and classmates who I have gained much from in the way of experience 
and knowledge through their sharing of thoughts and ideas; my 
parents, for their support and continued concern for my personal 
progress, and for teir example; and finally my Heavenly Father, 
for His guiding influence. 
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INTRODUCTION 

This section is devoted to my 
thoughts on architecture; creative 
thought; man/nature; life, etc. 

It has been and is an ongoing 
process of mine to arrive at a 
better understanding of myself, my 
potentials, the potential of 
others (man), my relationship to 
nature and architecture, my 
relationship to the entire plan of 
life, and my relationship to God. 

It is my desire to learn the needs 
and desires of humanity in 
relation to architecture and then 
do my part however great or small 
to further my existence and the 
existence of my fellow man. To 
make this existence as pleasant 
and rewarding as possible for all 
of us. 

This I see is partly the role 
architecture plays in my life. 

\ 
J i 

j "The eyes delight stirs the 
mind to wonderment." 

; - Robert Frost 



HUMAN BODY/ARCHITECTURE — • 

inner and the outer sense of man 
working together causes a vibrant 
sense of life, a radiating sense ; 
of being# 

» 
Likewise architecture to be at j 
its most pleasant and efficient • 
form needs a balance of inner and] 
outer parts, the functioning with} 
the visual# To radiate that j 
spark of life both inner and 
outer concerns are vital to its ; 
well being. One cannot be 
ignored for the sake of the others 

I sometimes like to look at arch
itecture as an analogy to the 
human body. The human body is one 
of the best examples of the 
correlation between artistic 
design, structure and function. 

The human body houses a structural 
and functioning system and network 
of parts and yet it is an artistic 
creation, a thing of beauty. It 
is designed to work in an effi
cient manner, every part working 
well with the other parts. The 



MAN/NATURE/ARCHITECTURE r 
w...Nature may not speak in aud

ible tones, but she certainly 

does make her values known to 
all who are willing to receive 
her message. One thing is 
certain, man can always depend 
upon Nature; for Nature is the 
one constant factor of life and 
always works for the benefit of 
man, although at times it may 
not seem that way. Yes, a 
better understanding of man's 
relationship with Nature will 
help you meet and overcome any 
problems that lie ahead."1 

Nature gives us many principles 
and laws which are constant or 
fixed and by learning, under
standing, using and adhering to 
these principles both in life 
and in architectural design we 

can live more in harmony with 
nature• 

j. 

Architecture is the element 
between man and his direct con
tact with Nature. Its artistic 
form perhaps depends on the 
degree of perception of that 
relationship, 

"Attaining a worthwhile goal 
necessitates careful planning. 
One day's planning can never be 
correlated with that of another 
unless we first establish a 
goal. Our first goal should be 
living in harmony with Nature, 
for the Laws of Nature are 
fixed laws. They will never 
change, so we must adjust our 
lives in accordance with their 
demands." 



THOUGHTS 1 1 

i J 
jArchitecture is appropriate when 
; it creates a sense of belonging. \ 

Through architecture a sense of 
place, a sense of being is 
createdj even more than created, 
it's supported. Man is and exists 

j where he lives and architecture 
can support or enhance that 
existence. 

|Architecture is a part of life 
:experience. It is not an end or 
|a means to an end. It is part of 
many disciplines and intelligence^ 
jwhich makes up life's experiences 

;It however is a part that is 
highly related to the many parts 
'in that it deals with the 
-physical environment in which 
,all the other parts take place. 



"He who knows the difference 
between excess and exuberance is f 
aware of the nature of the poetic^ > 
principle, and not likely to 
impoverish, or be impoverished 
by his work. The more a design 
is creative revelation of 
intrinsic nature, whatever the 

medium or form of expression, 
the better# •Creative,* then, 
implies exuberance# It is not 
only true expression but true 
interpretation, as a whole, of 
the significance, truth and 
force of Nature, raised to the 
fullest power by the poet#"3 

Frank Lloyd Wright 

i ! 
1 I 

i i 
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"...you've got to understand 
that a seagull is an unlimited 
idea of freedom, an image of 
the Great Gull, and your whole 
body, from wingtip to wingtip, 
is nothing more than your 
thought itself."4 

- Jonathan Livingston Seagull 

"Thought and character are one, 
and as character can only manifest 
and discover itself through 
environment and circumstance, the 
outer conditions of a person's 
life will always be found to be 
harmoniously related to his inner jj 
state."5 

"A man is not rightly conditioned jj 
until he is a happy, healthy, and j> 
prosperous being; and happiness, | 
health, and prosperity are the 

result of a harmonious adjustment I 
of the inner with the outer, of 
the man with his surroundings."6 

\ « 

;*» ...man can find every truth 
i jconnected with his being if he 
; jwill dig deep into the mine of his 
: isoul; and that he is the maker of 
| |his character, the molder of his 
j [life, and the builder of his 

J [destiny..."7 



"Mind is the Master power that 
moulds and makes, 

And Man is Mind, and evermore 
he takes 

The tool of Thought, and shaping 
what he wills, 

Brings forth a thousand joys, 
a thousand ills: -

He thinks in secret, and it 
comes to pass* 

Environment is but his 
looking - glass.n 8 

H °U6HT "3 3 

"The dreamers are the saviors of 

the world. Humanity cannot forget 
its dreamers; it cannot let their 
ideals fade and die; it lives in 
themj it knows them as the 
realities which it shall one day 
see and know#M9 

"Thought allied fearlessly to 
purpose becomes creative force* he; 
who knows this is ready to become 
something higher and stronger than* 
a mere bundle of wavering thoughts' 
and fluctuating sensations; he who! 
does this has become the conscious! 
and intelligent wielder of his 
mental powers."10 j 

I 
["•••are they also special and 
gifted and divine? No more than 
fyou are, no more than I ai« The 
only difference, the very only 
|one, is that they have begun to 
!understand what they really are 
land have begun to practice it."11 

j - Jonathan Livingston Seagull 
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DESIGN PROCESS 

My particular manner of expressing architectural design is a con
tinuing development of internal change and expression as I experience 
life and progress through it; gaining knowledge and experience. 

I believe for me design is an intuitive process. A process based on 
a sound background of increasing knowledge and experience. Intuitive 
design is a merging of the inner forces with the conscious forces 
of thought. Because the design process is intuitive or subconscious 
more so than totally based on conscious rational thought it is more a 
dynamic process than a static one. Architecture is therefore more an 
expression of the inner and outer concerns (architectural spirit)• 
Conscious thought is however a part of the process but more during the 
pragmatic and programatic issues. 

My design process consists of adequate background research of the 
physical concerns such as site and environmental analysis, programing, 
etc. Then with these factors imbedded within, initial ideas and/or 
notions can emerge, (sketches, ideas, and concepts) 

From these sketches I like to go immediately to a three dimensional 
model and work back and forth from sketches and models to the final 
resolution. Almost every problem requires a slightly different 
process. 

I rely heavily on my perception or intuitive reaction to visual 
stimuli. Models are invaluable during the design process as I can 
walk around the building and look at it from any angle desired. 
Through this process I feel there is a higher degree of resolution in 
the architectural form as sculpture. I also receive more of a three 
dimensional feel for the principles of architectural design, ie. 
proportion, scale, rhythm, order, etc. as it might be perceived in 
reality. Detail and texture are more of an artistic expression 
which then follows. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Project: A base lodge and gondola facility for Ski Yellowstone 
near West Yellowstone Montana. 

The Ski Yellowstone Development is an extensive development of 9&0 
acres and I feel it necessary to define the scope of my project in 
terms of architecture and planning. As mentioned the project is the 
base lodge and gondola facility. The master plan as I have received 
it is in the preliminary stages of development and I will treat it as 
a given in this project with the exception of the area directly 
related to and around the base lodge. Because it is in its preliminary 
stages of design it lacks resolution and I felt it within the scope of 
the project to deal with it on a minor sense and only in the local of 
my project. 

The base lodge facility will be among the first buildings completed 
within the development. Therefore it is of utmost importance that it 
generate the character and/or imagery of the entire resort, (set a 
standard) It however should not be an architectural focal point as 
much as it should be a dynamic part of the whole. The building 
should relate well with the pedestrian mall, which is more of a focal 
point for the development. 

The success of the base lodge is related to its purpose. Its ability 
to function well is critical. It should cater to the needs of the 
users so they can accomplish what they have come for as smoothly as 
possible and as comfortably as possible. Also it needs to generate 
that extra spark which makes it appropriate and helps create a sense 
of belonging. 
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THE PROPERTY 

Ski Yellowstone property Is located 12 miles northwest (latitude 44.8°) 
of West Yellowstone Montana, the west entrance to the largest national 
par?: In the United States: Yellowstone Park, (see fig. 2) The property 
consists of 960 acres at the mouth of Red Canyon. The property is 
split by US Highway 287 and borders the Grayling arm of Hebgen Lake to 
the south and US Forest Service land to the north, (limited other 
land owners both east and west) The ski area (2,000 acres of Forest 
Service Permit Area) slopes off Mount Hebgen (elevation 8,721 ft) from 
the north to the east. 

Hebgen 
(C Lake 

Yellowstone 
66*4 / 

Staley Spring; 

*1 West MdjEntrani 
•^Rjwalr Station 

'ellowstonel ^Lookc Henrys Lake L-"Wr== 

s 6472 Hewys Lbke 



PROPERTY OWNERSHIP* 

One can see by looking at this illustration that there is very little 
private land in this area. The majority of land is U.S. Forest Service 
land. In the figure all the shaded areas are property owned by Ski 
Yellowstone and the remaining areas are as follows J (see fig. 3) 

A - Ski Yellowstone Inc. (main parcel 960 acres, divided by U.S. 
highway 287) 

B - Ski Yellowstone Inc. (eastern parcel 250 acres) 
C - Ski Yellowstone Inc. (western parcel 160 acres, partially 

subdivided) 
- Yellowstone Holiday Develoument (130 acres) 

2 - John W. and Mary A, Ebersole (5 acres) 
3 - Walter H. and Virginia H. Kerzenmacher (20 acres) 
4 - John W. and Mary A. Ebersole (Ski Yellowstone) 
5 - Robert S. Hurless (20 acres) 
6 - Marion Child Sanger (37 acres - Amer. Sec. Bank) 
7 - Lee McDonald (75 acres) 
8 - U.S. Forest Service Permit Area (2,000 acres) 
9 - U.S. Forest Service Land 

•r P*rad* R«»l 
_ R*nch 

14 "  bRAYLING^ ARM 

FIG.3 •FROM CLERK AND RECORDER PLATS 
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The specific site for this study is part of an overall development 
plan for Ski Yellowstone, In order to fully understand the site and 
its relationship to the whole, we first need to understand briefly the 
development concept of the entire project, (this may be done in part 
graphically - see fig. *0 The development is divided into two halfs, 
the parcel north of the highway is called the Mountain Village and the 
parcel to the south is the Lake Village, complete with marina and golf 
course to facilitate full year round use. The development will be 
constructed over a 15 year period in 5 phases# 

The site (approx. 3 acres zoned commercial) is located in the northern 
part of the Mountain Village near the foothills and in the mouth of 
Red Canyon. It is part of phase one which will be built over a 5 year 
period. Phase one contains mostly the commercial and visitor 
accomodations development. 

The following is a chart showing the development phasing, (see fig. *0 

DEVELOPMENT SKI SL0PI LIFTS 

PHASE I  G,H,I ,J,K,0,P,Q,Z Gondola, l i f ts A,B,D 
(5 yrs) 210 acres trai ls 

PHASE I I  A,D,E,F,G,H,I ,J,K Lifts E,F,G 
(3 yrs) L,M,N,R,S,T,V 120 acres trai ls 

PHASE I I I  M,U,W,X,Y Lifts C,H,I  
(2 yrs) 100 acres trai ls 

PHASE IV I  »M Lifts J,K 
(2 yrs) 100 acres trai ls 

PHASE V B,C,M 3 optional l i f ts 
(3 yrs) 

3 optional l i f ts 

The following is a chart showing the general use of the specific lots 
and their acreages, (see fig. 5) 

MOUNTAIN VILLAGE LAKE VILLAGE 

Commercial  
Med Density 
Low Density 
Comm. Fac. 
Recreation 
Open Space 
Roads 
Parking 

G,H,I ,J,V 
F,L,T 
D,M,U,W,X,Y 
A,B,C,E,Q,S,Z 
N,P,R 

K,0 

28.8 
34.0 
71.6 
51.8 
24.4 

222.7 
32.2 
25.5 

Acres 491.0 

19.0 
34.0 
65.0 

238.7 
part of coram 

51.0 
33.0 
28.3 

Acres 469.0 

H 
D,E,F,G,L 
B,C,I ,J,N 
A,M 
H 

K,0 

TOTAL ACRES -  MOUNTAIN VILLAGE + LAKE VILLAGE = 960 
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Ski Yellowstone's basic overall plan for the development is to sell 

many of the subdivided parcels to other developers. In turn they 
develop those parcels according to the master plan and the guidelines 
set forth by Ski Yellowstone. This will help create a more repid 
cash flow and a sooner realization of the resort completion which will 
also help defray costs due to inflation. 

The following is a chart of the various activities that each parcel 

has been allocated for in both the Mountain Village and the Lake 
Village, (see fig. 5) 

MOUNTAIN VILLAGE LAKE VILLAGE 

A Slope Maintenance Facility 

B Administration Office Fac. 

C Multi Purpose Facility 
D Duplexes 

E Remote Ticket Facility 
F Condominiums 

G Public Accomodations 

H *Ski Base Facility 

I Commercial Mall (ped.) 

J Comm. Mai 1/accomodations 

K Parking 

L Condominiums 

M Single Family Housing 

N Recreation Center 

0 Parking 

P Equestrian Center 
Q Waste Water Treatment 

R Recreation 

S Community Center 
T Employee Housing 

U Single Family Housing 

V Commercial 

W Single Family Housing 
X Single Family Housing 

Y Single Family Housing 

Z Utility Transfer Station 

Civic Center 

Single Family Housing 

Single Family Housing 
Park 

Park 
Condomi ni ums/Townhouses 

Condomi ni ums/Townhouses 

Resort Hotel/Golf Course/ 
Marina/Recreation Center 

Single Family Housing 

Single Family Housing 

Parking 

Recreation Center 

Golf Course 

Single Family Housing 

Parking 
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The development is designed with two major parking areas. For the 
most part parking lot (0) is designed for day skier use and lot (K) 
is for users of the public accomodations and pedestrian mall 
commercial area. However during the phasing and until full operation 
the closer parking area to the lodge may be used for day skiers. 
The plan is to have the day skiers park in lot (0) and catch one of 
the public transit systems trolleys which makes a continual loop and 
drop off at the lodge. There is also a pedestrian path (mall) for 
those who want to walk and enjoy the atmosphere of a "cobble stone" 
market place in the mountains, (see fig. 6) 

There are no existing buildings on the building site. However there 
are three small wood or log structures close by which are almost 
totally in ruin. Just off the property is the old abandoned town of 
Grayling, with a dozen or so wood structures (mostly in ruins) in the 
north east corner of the Sanger property. On parcel T of the 
development (zoned Employee Housing) is a farm grouping of about 5 
structures presently not in use but in good enough repair to be 
incorporated into the employee housing group. Also on the property 
is Red Creek Ranch which sits at the top of the property on parcel B 
(zoned for the Administration office). There is a small lodge 
building and 4 small cottages and 3 outbuildings. They are abandoned 
and in bad repair. 

There are many views from the site looking out. This region is full 
of beautiful country. The views that are especially nice are of the 
south west to the south east which range from the Continental Divide 
(Sheep peak, Coffin Mountain, Lionhead Mountain, etc.) to Hebgen Lake, 
Horse Butte and the whole Yellowstone Basin (Yellowstone Park). 
Looking northwest to northeast we have Mount Hebgen (ski hill) and 
the Kirkwood ridge in the distance behind and the Graycroft ridge to 
the northeast. The site can be seen from the highway as it sits at 
the mouth of the Red Canyon. The best view of the site though will 
be as you approach it from the ski slopes. 
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ENVIRONMENTAL ANALYSIS 

The climatic conditions of the Mount Hebgen - Red Canyon area 
contribute significantly to make this a desireable area for the 
location of a year round vacation and recreation resort development# 
The prevailing weather comes in from the southwest to south direction* 

Summers are pleasant with warm days and cool nights with very little 
precipitation except for the month of June, (see fig# 7) Winters are 
cold but not as one might suppose. The days are cool to cold with the 
nights being cold. The percentage of the time that it is very cold is 
small and these periods are usually of one to three days in duration. 
The winter condition is consistent allowing the snowcover to remain 
throughout the season. 

Temperature Data Estimates for Red Canyon Village Site (in F) 

Max 22 28 36 47 59 68 78 77 66 52 35 24 49.3 

Kin 5 6 13 25 34 40 46 44 37 . 27 19 8 25.3 

Mean 13.5 17.0 24.5 36.0 46.5 54.0 62.0 60.5 51.5 39.5 27.0 16.0 37.3 

FIG.7 

The total number of heating degree days* for the area are 10,57^ &s 
compared to Bozeman's 8,16$. 

Due to the southern slope of the property, solar insolation is good 
to excellent, however moderate on the northern most jpart due to the 
vegetation in the foothills# During approximately 70% of daylight 
hours there will be sunshine available with the remainder affected 
by some degree of cloud cover. 12 (see fig. 8) 

X'.wjS wm 
W 

June 21 

21 /Sept. 21 

Maximum Altitude at 12 noon 

44'N LATITUDE 
FIG. 8 

*Heating Degree Days - total number of degrees below 65° that 
accumulate on a daily basis over a period of one year. 



For skiing at Ski Yellowstone there would be an abundance of snow. 

Annual snowfall ranges from 270 to 350 inches. And again because the 
weather conditions are so consistent throughout the winter the 
snowcover remains on the ground# The average number of skiing days 
per year are 144; from Thanksgiving to the end of April.13 

Annual precipitation for the Red Canyon Alluvial Fan area is 22.3" 
to 32.5" and for Mount Hebgen it is 30.0" to 35*0". (see fig. 9) 

Estimated Average Number of days with measurable Precipitation 

Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec Annual 

17 12 11 9 11 13 7 7 8,7 12 15 129 

FIG.9 

The prevailing winds come from the southwest to south direction and 
are predictable most of the time due to the topography of the area 
and location of the site. In the daytime the winds or breezes 
(the diurnal winds) flow up the Red Canyon from a south easterly to 
south westerly direction at about 5 - 10 miles per hour, (see fig. 10) 
The night breezes would flow down the canyon at a similar velocity, 
(see fig. 11) Due to the topography no cornices or major drifting 
occurs on the property.14 
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The soil mantle in the area of the site is a sandy loam, sand, silt 
and gravel with a stratigraphy consisting of layers of shale and 
limestone bedrock resting on metamorphosed Precambrian material. 
According to geologist Clifford Montagne there are no limitations in 
this area for construction and is the best buildable area on the 
property as far as bearing and water conditions.15 

The major water problems on the property are presented when the snow 
melts and the major runoff occurs. In the lower portion of the 
property problems can arise but for the most part the upper or 
northern portion of the property is in a low risk area. 

There is very little vegetation on the site and development property 
with the exception of sagebrush and a variety of grasses. As you 
move on up to the mouth of the canyon a heaver growth does occur. 
From the foothills up the mountain and near the creek bed are all 
manner of fir trees, lodgepole pines, spruce trees, aspen and willows 
as well as grasses and brushes. 16 
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CASE STUDIES - PROGRAM DEVELOPMENT 

It is the intent to use the case studies as part of the contributing 
data to formulate a building program. 

space requirements (quantity) 
spatial relationships (proximics and quality) 
user needs 
owner needs and desires 
overall development 
USFS guidelines 

By examining these existing and successful ski facilities a good 
understanding of the space requirements (quantity) and spatial 
relationships will result. By using this data as a background and 
applying it to the specific needs and desires of Ski Yellowstone a 
program results. 

CASE STUDIES 

MARY JANE 
WINTER PARK 

ASPEN LAKE ELDORA 
COSTILLA HIGHLANDS 

SPACE REQUIREMENTS AND RELATIONSHIPS 

BASED ON 
OVERVIEW OF 
NEEDS FOR 
SPECIFIC 
PROJECT 

SPECIFIC 
USER 
NEEDS 

OWNER | OWNER 

NEEDS ] 

ANALYZE 

US FOREST 
SERVICE 
GUIDELINES 
SKI AREA 
INVENTORY 
& PLANNING 

PROGRAM 



MARY JANE -  WINTER PARK (capacity 3,000 skiers) 

BASEMENT 
Ski Shop Storage 1,440 
Water Treatment 432 
Boiler 576 
Phone and Elect. Equip. 432 
Maintenance Supply Storage 324 
Elevator Equipment 108 
Receiving and Storage 540 
Trash (chute) (next to loading) 144 
Circulation 972 

TOTAL BASEMENT 4,968 
FIRST LEVEL 

Ski School - ski school director, closet & restroom 50^ 
Retail Ski Shop 2,$20 
Rental Shop 432 
Ski Patrol and First Aid 2,286 

instructor locker room, office, vol. ski patrol, first aid 
waiting, m & f restrooms, (2) exam rooms, medical supplies, 

—.first aid office, recovery area, recption 
Nursery 1,080 

entry, storage, crib rm, kitchen, play yd, m & f rest rooms 
Lost and Found 72 
Rest Rooms (male and female) 1,296 

male - 6 stalls, 7 urinals, 6 lavs, 6 hand dryers 
female - 12 stalls, 6 lavs, 6 hand dryers 

Janitor (next to rest rooms) 144 
Air Handling and Mechanical 252 
Foyer 1,080 
Lockers/Changerooms 1»152 
Arcade (2) (inside-outside) 2,l60 

TOTAL FIRST LEVEL 12,978 
SECOND LEVEL 

Main ining 3>636 
Scramble 1#980 
Buscat 108 
Dishwashing 180 
Kitchen - cooler (90) freezer (54) dry food stor 1,368 
Janitor 72 
Circulation 972 

TOTAL SECOND LEVEL 8,316 

TOTAL BUILDING SPACE REQUIREMENT 26,262 ft2 

Expansion 3rd floor (dining 3#528, circulation 432) 3>960 
Additional Phasing 10,000 

TOTAL EXPANSION 13,960 

Sun Decks 6,912 
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LAKE ELDORA 

LAKE ELDORA CENTRAL SERVICE FACILITY PROGRAM 

GROUND LEVEL 

- Lift ticket and ski school sales 
Mechanical and electrical 

- Office/accounting and lost and found 
- Ski rental/repair/rental/storage 
-Kitchen dry storage 

Receiving and maintenance 
.— Kitchen stair circulation 

Foyer 
Benches (warm up area) 
Stair circulation to second floor seating 
Information 
Vending machines and phones 

- Women's toilets/janitor 
- Men's toilets/janitor 
- Pay lockers and corridor 

Stair circulation to second floor bar and 
seating area 

- Nursery/crib room/toilets 

SECOND LEVEL 

— Kitchen 
- Food preparation 
- Dishwasher 

Cooler 
Freezer 
Trash 

- Janitor and storage 
Dumbwaiter 

- Office 
- Scramble and circulation 

Primary seating (350 seats) * 
- Bar 

TOTAL FIRST PHASE 

SECONO PHASE BALCONY EXPANSION (150 seats) 

TOTAL PROJECT 

OUTSIDE AREA 
Decks 
Arcade 
Entry Plaza 
Service Dock 

5,000 Maximum Capacity 
3#600 Day Skiers Expected 

sq. FT. 

250 
480 
400 

2 ,400 
1 ,000 

600 
160 
840 
160 
240 
100 
150 
750 
750 
480 

240 
1 ,000 

10 ,000 

1 ,200 
250 
144 
144 
100 

72 
25 
65 

2, ,000 
4, ,400 

600 

9, ,000 

19, ,000 

2, ,000 

21, ,000 

3,500 
1,500 
2,900 

60 

9,MO 
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FUTURE 
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'SKJFR PLAZA 
If NCI 06*0 
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ILLUSTRATIVE 
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STAIRS 
SECONDARY 

J SEATNQ ABOVE 
IPHAM II) 

STAIRS 

SCRAMBLE AREA 

ILLUSTRATIVE 
SECOND LEVEL PLAN 
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ASPEN HIGHLANDS 

Maximum Capacity of Aspen Highlands is 5#500 skiers 

DAY LODGE REQUIREMENTS 

Assume turnover of three times 5# 500 = ^ 

ft^/person ft^ req. 

Food Services (storage and prep) 14.7 26,945.1 

Bar and Lounge 1.4 2,566.2 

Entryways 0.7 1,283.1 

General Circulation 1.4 2,566.2 

Toilets 2.4 4,399.2 

Nursery 0.7 1,283.1 

Stairs and Ramps 2.5 4,582.5 

Mechanical and Electrical 0.7 1,283.1 

Miscellaneous Storage 1.1 2,016.3 

Retail Shops 0.7 1,283.1 

Rental and Repair 2.8 5,132.4 

Ticketing and Control 1.0 1,833.0 

Administration 2.1 3,849.3 

First Aid 1.1 2,016.3 

Ski School 1.0 1#833.0 

Lockers 0.7 1,283.1 

TOTALS 35.0 64,155.0 



RIO COSTILLA 

ANALYSIS OF BUILDING SPACE REQUIREMENTS 

RIO COST ILLA SKI AREA 

Design Capacity 

Food Service Parameter 
Food Service Seats 

Space Requirements 
Seating 
Kitchen & Scramble 
Rest Rooms 
First Aid 6 Ski Patrol 
Ski School 
Retail Sales 
Equipment Rental 
Fubl ic Lockers 
Administration 
Tickets 
Bar/Lounge 
Nursery 

4X 
1000 

@ 12 SF/S 
@ 4 /SF/S 
@0.6 SF/C 
@ 0.8 SF/C 
@0.5 SF/C 
@ 0.8 SF/C 
@1.1 SF/C 
@•0.6 SF/C 
@ 1.0 SF/C 
@ 0.2 SF/C 
@ 1 .0 SF/C 
@ 0.3 SF/C 

COMPLETE: 

Base Resort Mountain 

2f>0C 

400 

4800 
1600 
1200 
3200 
2000 
3000 
4500 
2400 
4000 
800 

2000 
1200 

2000 

200 

2400 
800 

400 

4800 
1600 
1200 

2000 

Total 

4000 

1000 

12000 
4000 
2400 
3200 
2000 
3000 
4500 
2400 
4000 
800 

4000 
1200 

PHASE I 

Base ResQfl 

2000 

400 

4800 
1600 
1200 
1600-
1000-
1500 
2000 
1200 
2000 

400 
1000 
600-

1000 

100 

1200 
400 

1000 

Sub-T ota I 

Storage 
Mechanical 
Circulation, 

7 O T AL 

Wal Is, Etc , 

' . :-1 ' 
5% 

1  1 %  
- 4% 

30700 43500 

33770 5720 8360 47850 

18 900 

945 
189 
756 

20790 

2600 

260 

2660 



1. USER 

2. PHASING 

3. SPACE REQUIREMENTS 

SPACE ANALYSIS 

a 

a. 

b. 

c. 

d. 

e. 

f. 

(quantitative) 

(qualitative) 

space/activity description 

f urn i t ur e /eq uip me n t 

functional/spatial character, 

adjacency requirements 

environmental requirements 

planning/spatial concepts 

5. CODES 



PROGRAM 

Because of the nature of the development it is such that the 
developer is not the actual owner or user, therefore it is important 
to identify the user. As input to this identification it is needed 
to understand the influence and dynamics of the surrounding area. 

Of course many people come through this area due to Yellowstone 
National Park and the world renown trout fishing in the area. Also 
people come to see the Big Sky country. Tourism is a major industry 
in the valley. The area attracts millions each year. 

More specifically though in regards to the development and the ski 
facilities, the users are mostly people from outside the state. They 
would tend to stay for longer visits than say a ski facility that 
caters more to the local people. 

For the ski facility however there are several users. Those who come 
to ski and little else. This group is the majority and has most all 
their own equipment. There are those who come to be with friends and 
have a good time. They might use the lodge much throughout a day and 
may be in part those who rent equipment. Many will come to enjoy the 
scenery and the fresh mountain air. They might enjoy watching the 
activity of the slopes and the other amenities provided in the 
development. These may or may not ski. They may be beginners and 
require equipment and lessons. 

These are just a few of the users and it is clear to see that the 
occupancy would be of diverse interests and backgrounds# The building 
is an attempt to provide a variety of experiences for the many 
interests and needs of this diverse occupancy. 

Also inherent in the project is the fact that it will be built over a 
period of years. It is important that the issue of phasing be 
addressed rather than ignored. 

Phasing is of real concern in a new ski facility as it takes time to 
build up all the amenities and a regular clientele. Due to this and 
the economic issues it only makes sense to phase the facility into 
full operation. It also provides the opportunity to make decisions 
accordingly to the results of the user response either good or bad. 

Also involved in the phasing of a building is the issue of design. 
The facility should present a sense of completeness of design at each 
step of the phasing and not look.like a headless horse not quite 
completed, thus suffering during the interim period when the 
impression upon the public is most important. At least an attempt 
should be made to keep this concept in mind to some high degree. 
This is a challenge but will be to the benefit to all those who 
particiapte in the facilities. 



PROGRAM 
ANALYSIS OF BUILDING SPACE REQUIREMENTS 

C O M P L E T E  
Parameter Base Mountain Remote TOTAL 

DESIGN CAPACITY 6,500 4,000 1,400 1,100 6,500 
TURNOVER x 4 

4,000 1,400 1,100 6,500 

ACCOMMODATE 1,625 1,000 350 275 1 ,625 

Entrance Lobby- 2,000 350 275 2,625 
Circulation 5,000 350 275 5,625 
Ticket Office .4 400 110 510 
Information Center .1 100 100 
Lost and Found .1 100 100 

Rental Shop 2.6 2,600 2,600 
Retail Shop 2.4 2,400 2,400 
Gift Shop .5 500 500 

Change Rooms/Lockers 2.5 2,500 2,500 
Restrooms 2.6 2,600 2,600 
Day Care/Nursery 1.0 1,000 1,000 

Ski School .5 500 500 
Ski Patrol .5 500 500 
First Aid Facility 2.0 2,000 2,000 

Public Seating 7.0 7,000 2,450 1.925 11,375 
Restaurant 2.0 700 700 
Scramble 2.2 2,200 77 0 605 3,575 
Kitchen 1.6 1,600 560 ^*40 2,600 
Bar/Lounge 2.0 2,000 700 2,700 

Administration Office 1.0 1,000 1,000 
Employee Lounge • 3 300 300 
Meeting Rooms .8 800 800 

Security Office .1 100 100 
Loading Dock 1.0 1,000 350 275 1,625 
Janitorial .6 600 210 165 975 
Storage 1.0 1,000 350 275 1,625 
Mechanical/Electrical 1.6 1,600 560 440 2,600 
Stairways 1.0 1,000 350 275 1,625 
Structure 1.4 1,400 490 .. . 385 2,275 

TOTALS 43,800 9,100 6,160 59,060 

Gondola Facility . 5,500 2,500 8,000 
Sun Decks 4.0 4,000 1,400 1,100 6,500 
Ski Racks 1,200 400 400 2,000 
Parking (administration) 20 to 40 stalls 
Day Skier Area 20,000 to 50,000 ft^ 



P H A S E  I  P H A S E  I I  
Base Mountain Remote Base Mountain Remote 

2,600 1,400 1,400 1,100 

650 350 350 275 

Entrance Lobby 2,000 350 j i 275 
Circulation 4,500 350 500 275 
Ticket Office 400 110 
Information Center 100 
Lost and Found 100 

Rental Shop 2,600 
Retail Shop 2,400 
Gift Shop 500 

Change Rooms/Lockers 1,500 1,000 
Restrooms 2,400 910 200 715 
Day Care/Nursery 1,000 

Ski School 200 300 
Ski Patrol 200 300 
First Aid Facility 800 1,200 

Public Seating 4,550 2,450 2,450 1,925 
Restaurant 700 
Scramble 2,000 770 200 605 
Kitchen 1,600 560 440 
Bar/Lounge 1,200 700 800 

Administration Office 1,000 
Employee Lounge 300 
Meeting Rooms 800 

Security Office 100 
Loading Dock 1,000 350 275 
Janitorial 600 210 165 
Storage 1,000 350 275 
Mechanical/Electrical 1,400 560 200 440 
Stairways 1,000 350 2 75 
Structure 1,200 490 200 385 

TOTALS 36,450 9,100 "7,350 6,160 

Sun Decks 4,000 1,400 1,100 
Ski Racks 800 400 400 400 



SPACE OR ACTIVITY DESCRIPTION- ENTRY/CIRCULATION 
This is the most important organizing element and represents 
the main character of the building (seating as well) 
functional flow and use 
social interaction 

FURNITURE / EQUIPMENT— 
some benches, garbage cans, ash trays etc. 
carpet or appropriate flooring 

FUNCTIONAL/SPATIAL CHARACTERISTICS- 2000 ft2/5000 ft2 
double air lock entry-
easy flow 
visual access to circulation 

ADJACENCY REQUIREMENTS- public zone 
central organizer 
all functions and activities play off this area 

ENVIRONMENTAL REQUIREMENTS (quality) - warm/cool area 
natural light task lighting (accent) 
views out spatially open 
orientation/location mood setter 
zone A2»l, B2 (exit requirements) 

PLANNING / SPATIAL CONCEPTS (graphic)-
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SPACE OR ACTIVITY DESCRIPTION- TICKETS/INFO/ LOST & FOUND 
TICKET - lift tickets for sale (substation of main office) 
INFO - general and specific information, specialty tickets 
LOST AND FOUND - store lost items 

FURNITURE / EQUIPMENT— 
Ticket windows (2 to 4 sets of 2) (semi enclosed) 
information pamphlets 
storage racks (visible), safe for valuable lost articles 
secretary office (cash room) - desk, file, etc. 

FUNCTIONAL/SPATIAL CHARACTERISTICS- 400 ft2/l00 ft2/l00 ft2 

4 to 8 employees 
lift lines - fast, efficient, easy access to window 
(remote ticket facility - phase II) 

ADJACENCY REQUIREMENTS- private zone 
close to main circulation (interior) 
close to plaza and gondola (exterior) 

ENVIRONMENTAL REQUIREMENTS (quality) - warm area 
in sunny location 
safe location 

PLANNING/SPATIAL CONCEPTS (graphic)-
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SPACE OR ACTIVITY DESCRIPTION - RENTAL SHOP 
Rental of skiis and boots and accessaries (also repairs & wax area) 
boot fitting area (adequate size - fit boots is longest activity) 

FURNITURE / EQUIPMENT— 
boot and ski racks (accessaries) 
boot and ski fitting area 
benche s, lo ckers 
cashier 

FUNCTIONAL/SPATIAL CHARACTERISTICS -
2 to 8 employees 
easy access to slopes and dressing robms (lockers) 
loading dock to rental space - limited public contact 

2600 ft2 

controlled lighting 

ADJACENCY REQUIREMENTS— public zone 
ground level close to slopes 
rental lockers (storage of boots, skiis and personals) 
close to retail (separate entrance) 
close to restrooms 

ENVIRONMENTAL REQUIREMENTS (quality) - warm/cool area 
visual contact to circulation 
mostiful artificial lighting 
commercial setting 

PLANNING/SPATIAL CONCEPTS (graphic) -
Process: fit boots - fit skiis - accessaries - pay money 
lockers/dressing room - slopes. 
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SPACE OR ACTIVITY DESCRIPTION- RETAIL SKI SHOP 
Sale of ski clothes, equipment and accessaries, brousing, change rms» 
Note: this facility is just for basics as there will be more 
elaborate facilities in pedestrian mall. 

FURNITURE / EQUIPMENT-
clothes racks 
display-
cashier counter (control point) 
dressing rooms (mirrors) 

FUNCTIONAL /SPATIAL CHARACTERISTICS- 2400 ft2 

2 to 6 employees 
easy access to main circulation 
storage in basement 

ADJACENCY REQUIREMENTS- public zone 
close to public 
loading with limited public contact 
may be close to rental and changerooms (lockers) 

ENVIRONMENTAL REQUIREMENTS (quality) - warm area 
mostly artificial lighting, some natural lighting 
commercial shop 

PLANNING/SPATIAL CONCEPTS (graphic)-



SPACE OR ACTIVITY DESCRIPTION- GIFT SHOP 
Sale of small items such as gifts, film,Rx, ice cream, pop, 
beer and all sorts of small items# 

FURNITURE / EQUIPMENT— 
cashier counter 
display racks 
soda/ice cream counter 

FUNCTIONAL/SPATIAL CHARACTERISTICS- 500 ft2 

1 to 3 employees 
commercial shop 

ADJACENCY REQUIREMENTS- public zone 
close to main circulation 
near information desk area 

ENVIRONMENTAL REQUIREMENTS (quality) - warm area 
natural and artificial light 
average acoustics 

PLANNING/SPATIAL CONCEPTS (graphic) -



SPACE OR ACTIVITY DESCRIPTION- CHANGEROOM/ LOCKERS 
space for changing and storage of ski clothes and equipment 
day skier and seasonal lockers 

FURNITURE / EQUIPMENT— 
carpeted 
benches, lockers (full size to hold 1-3 pairs of skiis) 
dryers, coat racks, mirrors etc. 

FUNCTIONAL /SPATIAL CHARACTERISTICS- 2500 ft2 (phasing) 
200 to 300 lockers 
ease of movement (indoor/outdoor) 
adequate isles 
male/female 

ADJACENCY REQUIREMENTS- public/semi public zone 
next to restrooms 
close to ski rental 
some lockers close to public seating, info, (optional) etc# 

ENVIRONMENTAL REQUIREMENTS (quality) - warm area 
well lighted and ventilated. 
some natural light if possible 
link to circulation (indoor/outdoor) 

PLANNING/SPATIAL CONCEPTS (graphic)-
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SPACE OR ACTIVITY DESCRIPTION - REST ROOMS 
space for restroom facilities 

FURNITURE / EQUIPMENT-
toilets (one seat/50 visitors, 20 - 36 seats) 
urinals, sinks (wall mounted, good support), mirrors, hand 
dryers, benches, etc. 
easy clean surfaces 

FUNCTIONAL/SPATIAL CHARACTERISTICS - 2600 ft2 (possible phasing) 
easy use 
anthropometrics 
2 or more locations 
20 to 3^ seats - 20$ to 30% more for females 

ADJACENCY REQUIREMENTS— public zone 
close to change rooms 
close to public seating 
close to main circulation 

ENVIRONMENTAL REQUIREMENTS (quality) - warm area 
clean/efficient 
no exposed corners 
artificial lighting 
adequate ventilation (20% increase from normal standard) 

PLANNING /SPATIAL CONCEPTS (graphic)-
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SPACE OR ACTIVITY DESCRIPTION - DAY CARE/NURSERY 
care of children while parents are skiing etc, 
functions* babysit, entertain, play, rest 
semi educational* meeting, staging, play 
needs* kitchen (eat), restrooms, laundry, office 

FURNITURE / EQUIPMENT-
toys, play furniture, playground 
kitchenette, toilets 

FUNCTIONAL/SPATIAL CHARACTERISTICS- 1000 ft2 (possible phasing) 
2 to 8 employees 10 to 2k children (ages 3 to 10) 
visual access to slopes (mother - child security) 
potential for expansion 

ADJACENCY REQUIREMENTS— public/semi public zone 
access to outside play area (well protected) 
can be away from main circulation 
2 exits required (E3 zone) 

ENVIRONMENTAL REQUIREMENTS (quality) - warm area 
natural light/task lighting 
good acoustics (keep noise in) 
good view to slopes 
safety 

PLANNING/SPATIAL CONCEPTS (graphic)-



SPACE OR ACTIVITY DESCRIPTION- SKI SCHOOL 
meeting room or classroom with a couple instructor offices 
for the purpose of ski instruction 

FURNITURE / EQUIPMENT-
chalk board, projector, demonstration 

FUNCTIONAL/SPATIAL CHARACTERISTICS- 500 ft2 

1 to 2 employees for facility 
max. 30 students 
number of ski instructors will vary with need and demand 

ADJACENCY REQUIREMENTS - public/semi public zone 
close to slopes 

ENVIRONMENTAL REQUIREMENTS (quality) - warm area 
artificial light (movies) 
some natural light 
acoustically good 

PLANNING /SPATIAL CONCEPTS (graphic)-



SPACE OR ACTIVITY DESCRIPTION - SKI PAT R O L 
to patrol ski hill (maintain safety) 
aid in first aid facility-
transport injured 
( 4 - 6  a c c i d e n t s  p e r  1 0 0 0  s k i e r  v i s i t s  -  h o w e v e r  m o s t  m i n o r )  

FURNITURE / EQUIPMENT-
rescue equipment, safety equipment and storage 
first aid equipment, avalanche rescue equipment 
seperate locker/restrooms for employees (share with first aid) 

FUNCTIONAL/SPATIAL CHARACTERISTICS- 500 ft2 

3 to 8 employees 
seperate from main building if possible 
access to parking and emergency exit road 

ADJACENCY REQUIREMENTS - private/semi public zone 
adjacent to slopes 
next to first aid 
away from day care/nursery 

ENVIRONMENTAL REQUIREMENTS (quality) - warm area 
artificial and natural lighting 
quiet 

PLANNING/SPATIAL CONCEPTS (graphic)-
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SPACE OR ACTIVITY DESCRIPTION - FIRST AID FACILITY 
Treat injured / recovery of injured 
treatment of minor accidents or illnesses etc. 

FURNITURE / EQUIPMENT— 
medical supplies, beds (3-6) 
treatment stations 
lobby waiting area, furniture - clinic furniture 

emergency vehicle 
FUNCTIONAL/SPATIAL CHARACTERISTICS — 2000 ft2 (phasing) 

1 doctor and 1 nurse minimum 
easy access 
seperate locker room and restroom for employees (ski patrol also) 
hot and cold water, other special needs 

ADJACENCY REQUIREMENTS — public/semi public zone 
next to ski patrol 
away from day care (seperate building) 
easy access from slopes 

ENVIRONMENTAL REQUIREMENTS (quality) - warm area 
comfortable space 
good acoustics 
artificial lighting (some natural) 

PLANNING/SPATIAL CONCEPTS (graphic)-
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SPACE OR ACTIVITY DESCRIPTION - PUBLIC SEATING 
general seating and eating area (view slopes) 
notes this is one of the main areas that represents the spirit 
of the entire building. This is a large volumn but should not 
be a cavern 

FURNITURE / EQUIPMENT— 
tables and chairs, task lighting, benches, carpet 

FUNCTIONAL/SPATIAL CHARACTERISTICS — 7000 ft2 
^550 ft2 phase I 2^50 ft2 phase II 
indoor/outdoor, deck, airlock, fireplace 
flexibility - meeting rooms 
main user - day skier 

ADJACENCY REQUIREMENTS- public zone 
next to scramble and kitchen 
balcony (optional) 
exterior deck 

(phasing) 

ENVIRONMENTAL REQUIREMENTS (quality) - warm area 
best view from building of ski slopes 
natural lighting as much as possible 
good acoustics to help keep general noise level down 
egress requirements (min 4 exits for 1000 or more, 7 ft2/occupant) 

PLANNING/SPATIAL CONCEPTS (graphic)-
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SPACE OR ACTIVITY DESCRIPTION- SCRAMBLE 
food selection and exchange of money-
helps speed up flow - less lines - faster service 

FURNITURE / EQUIPMENT-
4 to 6 cash registers (2 to 3 sets of 2) 
food display/pickup 
coolers/warmers 
tray/silverware pickup and drop off 

FUNCTIONAL/SPATIAL CHARACTERISTICS — 2200 ft2 

2 to 8 employees 

ADJACENCY REQUIREMENTS- public zone 
next to kitchen and public seating 
second level 

ENVIRONMENTAL REQUIREMENTS (quality) - warm area 
good acoustics (keep overall noise level down) 
artificial lighting 

PLANNING /SPATIAL CONCEPTS (graphic)-
Proceedure* line to scramble - tray and ware pickup -
cold or hot food - cashier 



SPACE OR ACTIVITY„PESCRIPTION- KITCHEN 
prepare and serve foods (hot and cold) 
full operations 

FURNITURE / EQUIPMENT— 
fully equipped kitchen cooking area 
freezer/cooler/dry storage dish washer 
receiving/storage office/cash control 
trash handling toilet/locker room 

FUNCTIONAL /SPATIAL CHARACTERISTICS - 1600 ft2 

^ to 10 employees special mech/elect/plumbing 
preparation flow elevator/receiving 
trash (10-30 cu ft daily - mostly from kitchen) trash chute 
trash compactor 

ADJACENCY REQUIREMENTS- private zone 
next to scramble 
one kitchen serves all 
serves general cafeteria and bar/lounge 

ENVIRONMENTAL REQUIREMENTS (quality) - warm/cool area 
artificial lighting 
good ventilation 
codes. 

PLANNING/SPATIAL CONCEPTS (graphic) 



SPACE OR ACTIVITY DESCRIPTION- BAR / LOUNGE 
Relaxing and music (optional dancing), light food and drinks 
intimate atmosphere 

FURNITURE / EQUIPMENT— 
table and chairs (benches) 
bar/back bar, stools, jute box, cashier 

FUNCTIONAL/SPATIAL CHARACTERISTICS- 2000 ft2 

2 to 5 employees 
fireplace 
egress 

ADJACENCY REQUIREMENTS- public zone 
close to kitchen 
2 exits if over 50 people 
(15 ft2 per occupant) 

ENVIRONMENTAL REQUIREMENTS (quality) - warm area 
natural light (day) 
low lights (evening) 

PLANNING/SPATIAL CONCEPTS (graphic)-



SPACE OR ACTIVITY DESCRIPTION- ADMINISTRATION OFFICE 
Director or managers office, secretaries, work space, mail room, 
reception, bookeeping, payroll, operations, etc. 

FURNITURE / EQUIPMENT— 
office furniture, desks, tables, chairs, filing cabinets etc. 

FUNCTIONAL/SPATIAL CHARACTERISTICS- 1000 ft2 

3 to 6 employees 
restrooms 
possible phasing 

one egress (possible two) 
ADJACENCY REQUIREMENTS— private/semi public zone 

away from ticket windows and main circulation 
next to employee lounge 

ENVIRONMENTAL REQUIREMENTS (quality) - warm area 
good acoustics 
views 
natural light - artificial task lighting 

PLANNING/SPATIAL CONCEPTS (graphic) -



SPACE OR ACTIVITY DESCRIPTION- EMPLOYEE LOUNGE 
relaxation for employees (break time and meal time) 
double as conference room 

FURNITURE / EQUIPMENT— 
lockers, tables and chairs, lounge furniture 
refrigerator and kitchenette 

FUNCTIONAL/SPATIAL CHARACTERISTICS- 300 ft2 

accomadates 10 to 20 employees 
restrooms 

ADJACENCY REQUIREMENTS- private zone 
away from main circulation 
next to office 
close to restrooms 

ENVIRONMENTAL REQUIREMENTS (quality) - warm area 
natural light 
good acoustics 

PLANNING /SPATIAL CONCEPTS (graphic) -



SPACE OR ACTIVITY DESCRIPTION- MEETING ROOMS 
space for group meetings and gatherings, conventions 

FURNITURE / EQUIPMENT— 
chairs, tables, chalk board, projection equipment, etc# 

FUNCTIONAL/SPATIAL CHARACTERISTICS- 800 ft2 

15 ft2/occupant, if over 50 persons then 2 exits 
some double use of seating area (main) 

ADJACENCY REQUIREMENTS— semi public/private zone 
for private meetings best to be away from main circulation 

ENVIRONMENTAL REQUIREMENTS (quality) - warm area 
artificial light (movies) 
partitionable 
good acoustics 
egress requirements 

PLANNING/SPATIAL CONCEPTS (graphic)-



SPACE OR ACTIVITY DESCRIPTION- SECURITY OFFICE 
security of building and grounds 
lock up building 

FURNITURE / EQUIPMENT— 
desk and chair, file, phone 

FUNCTIONAL/SPATIAL CHARACTERISTICS — 100 ft2 
one employee 
(possible head of maintenance in building) 

ADJACENCY REQUIREMENTS- private zone 
could be in basement 
could be near dock 

ENVIRONMENTAL REQUIREMENTS (quality) - warm area 
artificial lighting 
moderate acoustics 

PLANNING/SPATIAL CONCEPTS (graphic)-



SPACE OR ACTIVITY DESCRIPTION - LOADING DOCK 
unload and load supplies, equipment, machinery, etc. 
trash pickup area 

FURNITURE / EQUIPMENT— 
trash dumpster/compactor 
freight elevator 
storage 
carts (lift) 

FUNCTIONAL/SPATIAL CHARACTERISTICS -
serves entire building 
(10-30 cu ft trash daily) 

1000 ft' 

ADJACENCY REQUIREMENTS — private/semi public zone 
access to roads 
access to entire building 
limited public contact (service side) 

ENVIRONMENTAL REQUIREMENTS (quality) - cool area 
artificial lighting (natural lighting) 
safety 
good acoustics (keep noise in) 

PLANNING/SPATIAL CONCEPTS (graphic)-
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SPACE OR ACTIVITY DESCRIPTION- J AN ITORIAL / STOR AGE 
storage of janitorial supplies and cleaning equipment 
general storage 

FURNITURE / EQUIPMENT— 
janitorial supplies (shelfs) 

equipment (heavy machines) 
sinks 

FUNCTIONAL/SPATIAL CHARACTERISTICS- 600 ft2/l000 ft2 
one full time maintence supervisor (security) 
2-3 janitorial employees 

ADJACENCY REQUIREMENTS- private zone 
basement (main supply) 
small substations (near all wet areas) 

ENVIRONMENTAL REQUIREMENTS (quality) - warm/cool area 
artificial light 
plumbing 

PLANNING/SPATIAL CONCEPTS (graphic)-



SPACE OR ACTIVITY DESCRIPTION — M ECHANICAL/ ELECTRICAL 
storage of mechanical and electrical equipment 
maintenance and repair 

FURNITURE / EQUIPMENT— 
boiler or heating unit 
elevator equipment rooms 
water treatment 

mech/elect equipment 
phone equipment 

FUNCTIONAL /SPATIAL CHARACTERISTICS- 1600 ft2 

easy access from loading dock (elevator) 

ADJACENCY REQUIREMENTS- private zone 
basement location 

ENVIRONMENTAL REQUIREMENTS (quality) -
artificial lighting 
good acoustics to keep any noise in 

PLANNING/SPATIAL CONCEPTS (graphic)-



SPACE OR ACTIVITY DESCRIPTION- GONDOLA FACILITY 
to house gondolas and related equipment (repair and maintenance) 
lift lines* gondola capacity - 1200 skiers per hour 
(8200 ft long - 2056 ft verticle rise) 

FURNITURE / EQUIPMENT-
gondolas 
repair area 
heavy machinery for turning gondolas 

FUNCTIONAL /SPATIAL CHARACTERISTICS —1 8000 ft2 
5500 ft2 lower facility 2500 ft2 upper facility 
2-6 employees easy access 
special mech/elect equipment and service 
expandable if needed (phasing) 

ADJACENCY REQUIREMENTS- public/semi public zone 
easy access from day skier area and slopes and ticket lines 

ENVIRONMENTAL REQUIREMENTS (quality) - cool area 
slopes visible 
natural lighting 
safety 

PLANNING/SPATIAL CONCEPTS (graphic)-



SPACE OR ACTIVITY DESCRIPTION — DAY SKIER AREA / DECKS 
"space to adjust ski equipment 
outdoor seating 
social area (plaza) 
gathering 

FURNITURE / EQUIPMENT-
ski racks (1200) 
benches, tables and chairs 

FUNCTIONAL/SPATIAL CHARACTERISTICS- *K)00 ft2 

day skier area 20,000 to 50#000 ft2 

sunspace 

ADJACENCY REQUIREMENTS- public zone 
close to main entrance 
between building and slopes 

ENVIRONMENTAL REQUIREMENTS (quality) - cool/cold area 
sunspace 

PLANNING/SPATIAL CONCEPTS (graphic)-



SPACE OR ACTIVITY DESCRIPTION - OUTDOOR CIRCULATION 
parking for administration and limited employees 
emergency vehicle parking 
loading/unloading area 

FURNITURE / EQUIPMENT— 
parking stalls 
benches 

FUNCTIONAL/SPATIAL CHARACTERISTICS -
20 to ^0 parking stalls 
(10 ft x 20 ft) or (9 ft x 18 ft) 
drop off area from public transit system 

ADJACENCY REQUIREMENTS— private zone (parking) 
emergency parking 

ENVIRONMENTAL REQUIREMENTS (quality)- outdoor space 
minimum 2b ft roadway 
(no parallel parking) 

PLANNING/SPATIAL CONCEPTS (graphic) 



CODES 

The base lodge facility resembles a mixed occupancy of A2.1,B2 and E3» 

A2.1 Assembly, drinking - 300 or more 
B2 Retail, offices, educational, meeting rooms. 
E3 Day Care 

Type of Construction IV (H.T.) V (l Hr.) 
Floor area A2.1 10,100 ft2 7,900 ft* 

B2 15,200 " 11,800 w 

E3 13,500 " 10,500 H 

Height* stories A2.1 2 2 
B2 2 2 
E3 ^ 3 

in feet 65 ft 50 ft 
add 20 ft for tower 

note: * may increase one more story if approved fire extinguishing 
system is installed. 

Occupancy Load ft2/occupant occupancy req. 2 or more exits 
assembly- 7 1,31^ yes 
drinking 15 130 yes 
classroom 20 65 no 
kitchen 200 8 no 
lockers 50 102 yes 
daycare 50 20 yes 
offices 100 20 yes 
retail/rental 30 183 no 
other 100 135 -

mechanical 300 ? no 
Total Occupancy Load 1,986 

Exit Requirements 
Minimum 2 exits each floor 
Minimum 3 exits if load is 500 to 999 
Minimum 4 exits if load is over 1000 

Basement 2 exits 

Exit doors minimum 3*0" wide and 698" high (panic hardware) 

Minimum corridor width 3,8" (44M) height 7'0" 
Minimum stair width 3,8M (W) 

Note: information from Uniform Building Code (UBC) 
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FOOTNOTES 

1 Forest C. Shaklee, Reflections on a Philosophy (New Yorki The 
Benjamin Company, Inc., 1973)# p.^9. 

2Ibid., p. 52. 

^Frank Lloyd Wright, A Testament (New Yorki Horizon Press, 1957)> 
p. 16. 

^Richard Bach, Jonathan Livingston Seagull (New York* Avon 
Publishers, 1973)» pp* 125-126, 

5james Allen, As A Man Thinketh (New York: Grosset and Dunlap, 
1631), p. 12. 

6Ibid., p. 25. 

7lbid., p. 7* 

^Ibid., p. v. 

9lbid., p. 59. 

10Ibid., p. 45. 

11Richard Bach, Jonathan Livingston Seagull (New Yorki Avon 
Publishers, 1973)> p. 11^. 

l^Ski Yellowstone Inc. "Ski Yellowstone Environmental Study." 
West Yellowstone, 1973» p. 3-19* (typewritten). 

13U.S. Department of Agriculture Forest Service. "Final Environ
mental Statement - Mount Hebgen, Management Alternatives." Bozeman, 
1977, pp. 17-19. (typewritten). 

l**Ski Yellowstone Inc. "Ski Yellowstone Environmental Study." 
West Yellowstone, 1973» PP» 3-9 to 3-10. (typewritten). 

15lbid., p. 3-47. 

l^Ibid., p. 3-137. 
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"begin in delight and 
end in wisdom" - Robert Frost 
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